Bring what you love to what you do.

Whether you are looking for a job opportunity now, a short-term seasonal job, or are thinking about a career change, we would like to share with you the possibilities with Apple Retail.

**Join Us. Be You - Virtual Information Session**
Wednesday, October 21st, 2020
4:00 p.m. – 4:45 p.m. EST

[Click here](https://jobs.apple.com) to register now

Space is limited. Please register by Monday, October 19th, 2020.

This is the first event in a series of three. Future events will include:

**What it Takes to Stand Out** to learn tips on interviewing and resume writing.

**Leadership Chat** to talk to Apple Retail Leaders about their journey. (Invitation only. Invites will be sent to students that attend either What it Takes to Stand out or Join Us. Be You.)
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